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Name Title 
 
 

     Ave  
Pos 

Brian Cooper 1933 Jowett Flying Fox 
 

16 16 15 15 - 15.5  

Ed Board Churchyard 
 

19 16 14 15 15 15.8  

Mark Hutchinson Gritty shadows 
 

16 14 14 - 14 14.5  

Ian Sayce Hardraw Force 
 

17 19 19 18 18 18.2 2 

Peter Guildford HMS Warrior 
 

17 15 16 15 16 15.8  

George Astle Horseshoe bend, Page 
 

- 17 17 17 17 17  

Geoff Heslop Lindisfarne Castle 
 

18 16 18 17 18 17.4  

Steven Ball Mayfly in my garden 
 

19 17 17 18 17 17.6  

Martin Evans On my way up 
 

17 18 20 19 18 18.4 1 

Phill Brady Only one mile to Wetherby 
 

20 15 17 17 15 16.8  

Paula Maxfield Opening up 
 

17 15 14 17 17 16  

Gordon Quinn Scottish piper tree carving 
 

16 16 - 15 16 15.75  

David Griffiths Self portrait 
 

18 19 20 16 18 18.2 2 

Richard Benn St Mary’s Church, Thirsk 
 

17 18 19 18 18 18  

Stu Whitfield The old lighthouse 
 

17 18 18 16 17 17.2  

Adrian White Threatening clouds at sunset Ambleside 
 

19 16 15 18 17 17  

Ian Butterworth We are having a good day 
 

18 - 16 17 17 17  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

1933 Jowett Flying Fox 
GA Good photo of the subject, unfortunately let down by lack of sharpness on badges etc + people on 
right 
MH Halo’s around the door mirrors, appears a little low res. 
IB Strong image and fills the frame. Good exposure but some highlights on tyre edges (from post 
processing?), high contrast and some loss of detail evident. Three people on RHS looking out to sea are a 
distraction. 

GQ People are distracting from the car, but would have expected their sea-view and promenade rail to be 
repeated left of the car, not just to be blacked out. Sharpening has produced noticeable halos. 
 



Churchyard 
GA Great tonal spread from white to black, well taken photograph 
MH Scene cropped to keep trees complete but this makes the double fronted house very imposing. 
IB Well balanced tones and detail, grave yard only occupies half the image area. The background buildings 
and tall trees are attractive in the overall scene but lessen the impact of the gravestones. Perhaps the 
inclusion of the church might have been more appropriate. 
BC I find this image a bit flat and lacking in interest. Perhaps the photographer could have concentrated 
more on specific gravestones, rather than a general overview. 
GQ The stronger position across the centre of frame and lighter tones make the houses the centre of 
interest, although the darkening of the sky has overlapped badly into the houses, trees, etc. 
 
Gritty shadows 
GA Good imagination, but needs to be more defined for me 
IB Interesting idea but separation between hand and shadow is too great a distance. I’m not sure the out 
of focus treatment works and the reduced tonal range should be re-considered. 
BC A simple image that doesn’t work for me. I tend to have my eye drawn to the blurry hand, rather than 
the shadow. 
GQ The hand shadow is the cleanest and sharpest part of the image and the rest just noisy and out of 
focus. Gritty usually denotes sharp and contrasty. There is imbalance in the two parts of the subject. 
 
Hardraw Force 
GA For my taste the water is too blown out / white 
MH Good long exposure, lots of action 
IB Title is not helpful in conveying the authors intention of presenting the falling water’s effect on 
reaching the rocks. The image interesting and shows the turbulence water flow in excellent detail and 
sharpness. Well held highlights and effective capture of the water impact and spray. 
BC Lots of motion created by good choice of shutter speed. A sharp image with full range of black and 
white tones. 
GQ Good full range of B&W tones. Good composition holds the image within the frame. Good shutter 
speed chosen to show the water movement and create interest in the image. 
 
HMS Warrior 
GA Shame about the Yacht in the foreground, as the photo has lots of potential. It could be improved by 
cloning out the Yacht + lighting the shadows and cropping out the ship bridge on the Right.  Note a classic 
photo to Edit at Club when we restart, it has lots of potential if the Author is happy for this to happen. 
MH Very busy image. boat in front of subject detracts 
IB Ship is sharp and well placed but needs to lose the some of the right and left sides to concentrate on 
the point of interest. My view was spoilt by the intrusion of the foreground position of the motor yacht. 
BC A good clear image, but a bit fussy. I would like to see more of the Warrior and less of the boat in the 
foreground. Perhaps a different angle and also crop out some of the background buildings. 
GQ The tall subject is best suited for a vertical format and suggest the image could be cropped left & right 
to isolate the ship and lose some irrelevant detail. The slightly crushed blacks need lifting slightly. 
 



Horseshoe Bend, Page 
MH Very popular location. good sharp image, shame about the bottom missing 
IB Plenty of detailed landscape and river, helped by boat and wake help give scale to the scene. Good 
tonal range. River bank cut off at the base, maybe unavoidable due to overhang but detracts from the 
image. 
BC Good depiction of the contorted river. Pity about the lower edge cutting of part of the river bank. I 
feel it could work better as a colour image. 
GQ Good detail but if the camera had been panned down slightly at the 5taking stage, perhaps the whole 
of the bend could have been included and that top left corner eliminated, but the image certainly creates 
the impression of the immense size. 
 
Lindisfarne Castle 
GA Got a lot going for it, 2 good lead in’s (path & fence), good spread of black to white tones but 
something wrong with cloud on the right 
MH Good leading lines, sharpened within an inch of its life 
IB Stands well against the sky. The castle walls look over sharpened and possibly excessive contrast 

applied. The leading line of the path and fence takes the viewer away from the subject and point of 

interest. 

BC Taken from just the right point, with the path and fence both leading the eye into the picture. The sky 

even contrives to point out the main focus, with the clear, almost cloudless area directly over the castle 

(were they manipulated?). You did well to find it with no people. 

GQ Good lines leading the eye round the image and the sky formation is great but over-sharpening spoils 

the image. 

 
Mayfly in my garden 
GA Interesting photo 
MH Like the high key look. May flies antennae could be sharper. like the space given to the subject 
IB Difficult lighting conditions but the author has managed to control the relative exposure of the Mayfly, 
leaf and bright background. I feel the LHS should be cropped (by a quarter, perhaps) which would reduce 
the area of uninteresting bright light and allow the detail to be more prominent. 
BC Good picture of the Mayfly, showing clearly the wing markings. However, the leaf section in the lower 
right corner adds nothing to the image and is a distraction. 
GQ Good image of the Mayfly but the shape of the leaves does not look natural. I suggest a tight vertical 
crop could be made on the fly, such that the majority of the background becomes leaf. 
 
On my way up 
GA To me needs very slightly more on the right hand side i.e. some support of the stairs 
MH Excellent composition. crisp lines and good angles 
IB The criss-crossing stairs and connecting structure make a dynamic architectural image, supported by 
good tonal quality and sharpness. 
BC A good, well taken image with good tonal range. However, the title tends to imply there should be a 
person in the image, but is missing. 
GQ A well composed interior image with good lighting giving a full range of tones. Technically very good. 
 
 



Only one mile to Wetherby 
GA Great Vision, wish I had taken it 
MH Crisp historical record. could benefit from portrait aspect crop to lose some of the hedges 
IB Central placing of the milestone works well. Impact would be improved by significant cropping and 
some correction to the highlight/shadow ratio would make the text easier to read. 
BC The Wetherby side of the milestone (as in the title) is the hardest to read, being in shadow. Lacking in 
interest for me. 
GQ The dark sky and lighting suit the age and tatty look of the milestone and setting. 
 
Opening up 
GA Needs more detail of the flower for this comp 
MH Lots going on - centre of larger flower a little dark 
IB Nice idea of bud and open flower. The flower is sharp and the bud soft, perhaps intended but for the 
sake of showing the relationship I feel the bud should also be sharp. It’s a very busy image and has a 
distracting background with many highlights. 
BC Nice concept. The flower head is open just enough to show the developing centre. The closed bud 
adds to the story, but needs to be sharper. The background contains lots of distracting highlights. 
GQ Exposure of the whites is very good but a confusing image, possibly due to the soft out of focus petals 
lacking edge details. 
 
Scottish piper tree carving 
GA Needs highlights toning down, plus dislike the white border 
MH Difficult subject to take, carving details need to be clearer 
IB Well framed and isolated image. Frontal lighting (flash?) results in reduced modelling of the piper and 
processing has emphasised the contrast against the background. 
BC Good image, well seen but lighting tends to cause loss of detail in carving. The splash of white by the 
leg is a distraction. 
 
Self portrait 
GA Central of face is in focus which is what makes this photo 
MH Only one eye sharp. Personally, I would like the whole face in the frame 
IB A strong image, appropriate lighting technique, detailed and good tonal range. I feel it is too tightly 
cropped to the LHS which detracts from the overall impact. 
BC A well taken image with good catch-lights in both eyes. A pity that the close cropping has taken away 
part of the head on the left. 
GQ Excellent portrait with a good balance of a well positioned single key light and back light. Even 
without considering it is a self-portrait, the posing, the angle of the eyes, all good, and technically very 
good. 
 
St Mary’s Church, Thirsk 
GA Once you have seen the man (central back) it distracts you plus depth of field needs to be slightly 
bigger 
MH Lots of detail without blowing the highlights 
IB Good symmetrical viewpoint, detail maintained throughout and has a broad tonal range. Let down 
slightly by the two people passing in front of the altar, once seen hard to ignore. 
BC A good image of the church interior. There is so much good sharp detail, the two people near the altar 
become almost insignificant. Less so the two speakers/screens on the columns, which shout out in their 
darkness. 
GQ Except for the intrusion of the photographers, a good record shot with excellent composition and 
definition. 



The old lighthouse 
GA Good subject, processing could have been better 
MH Eye drawn to the two people rather than the lighthouse. could be sharper 
IB Use of leading line of path/steps helps with the composition. Good tonal range and detail. The two 
walkers are mildly distracting but have low impact. 
BC A good image with the path and steps providing a good leading line to the lighthouse. A pity about the 
two people providing a slight distraction. I tend to be trying to see what they are looking at. 
GQ The people are eye-catching but the composition is very good with the depression in the immediate 
foreground used to good effect to frame the lead up to the Old Lighthouse itself. 
 
Threatening clouds at sunset, Ambleside 
GA Sharp, all the tones from white to black 
MH Good image, shame boat mast protrudes out of the frame. Little more foreground to keep the front 
of the rowing boats complete 
IB Interesting lake scene with plenty of detail although the threatening sky is not prominent enough. 
However, it is partly redeemed by the reflection of the heavy sky in the lake. Visual impact is dominated 
by the bright reflection in the centre foreground and by the rowing boats. 
BC I like the broodiness within this image. A good, well focused image with good reflections in the water. 
The photographer should have taken a step back to include the whole of the foreground boats and the 
mast that goes out of the image. 
GQ The composition does not work with small boats on the edge of frame, across the bottom and 
halfway up the sides, framing a large bright reflection of the setting sun. 
 
We are having a good day 
GA Photo very well executed, in this comp however it needed an extra spark / interest 
MH Possibly seen this one before. caught the yawn perfectly 
BC I like the look of pure boredom on his face. 
GQ Not sure whether it is a yawn or a shout of pain, but she looks to be enjoying herself, possibly 
because she has just trapped the arm he is holding. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


